
4 Pillars to Great Leadership

Foreword:

Many loose themselves in the quest for company, firm and acceptance. Over the years I 
tried to belong in some companions yet could not get any fulfilment. I would end up asking 
myself the reason I would want to attach my joy to some people and events. I reached a 

point that life is what you actually make it, there is no one out there who is responsible for 
your well-being and progress. The best person to bring the best out of me is me , obviously 
by the help of the Holy Spirit. I would rather lose a moment , friends, money etc than to lose 

self in search of the above. Self-discovery is very essential.
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4 Essential Keys to Great Leaders 

1.● Self Discipline: 

Before you lead the masses, how well are you leading yourself? It is very possible to have 
*Public Success* yet *Private failure*. Should you lead yourself or maybe should I say, Is it 
enough to lead yourself without guidance from somewhere? Most successful leaders draw 
the power of their leadership from other successful leaders who have experience in 
leadership. 

When was the last time you read a POSITIVE GREAT LEADERSHIP BOOK?
When last did you attend a *Leadership Session*? Remember this, “leadership grows by 
learning.” 

When was the last time you were on your Knees seeking DIVINE WISDOM on your role and 
position of influence? Solomon when given the privilege to ask he didn't ask for firm or 
wealth but for Wisdom and Understanding on how well he would usher people into their God 
intended DESTINY. 

Where and How are you leading yourself and those around you? Remember leadership is 

INFLUENCE.



2.●Who is your Successor? 

Any form of leadership without anyone or a group of people modelling your life style isn't  
leadership but know that you're just taking a walk in the park. At most stages in your journey 
of becoming you really need some positive energy, like minded individuals to show you the 
way and in another turn to impart. So that all you would have acquired will be left behind 
after your course has come to end. 

Jesus's disciples were nicknamed CHRISTIANS after His way of living. Who is becoming 
after your LEADERSHIP. If there is no-one who is becoming more like you and do more 
than you can do then QUIT that position. Lasting leadership has nothing to do with 
POSITION but SUCCESSION/LEGACY . 



3.●Who are you FOLLOWING: 

You can't claim to be a Leader without a ROLE MODEL. 

JESUS boldly declared that everything you see me doing I SEE my Father which is in 
HEAVEN doing.
Every Successful footballer has his/her own personal COACH behind the scenes. Who is 
your COACH and MENTOR? 

Proverbs 11:14 

[14]Where no counsel is, the people fall: but in the multitude of counsellors there is safety. 

Many potentials are lying in some grave yards all over the world simply because many of 
those individuals felt that submitting to another man or woman isn't and doesn't match 
they're status core. You can only better because of someone somewhere who have 
identified you and endorsed you. Our vision statement for Global Shakers Trust our 
registered trust is I Can You Can Together We Can meaning we are not Irelands to depend 
on ourselves. Our Maker made it and created us that way so that we inter-depend. 



4.●How well are you SERVING PRIVATELY: 

Great and Lasting success has everything to do with how many are you SERVING not Who 
is serving and kneeling before you. What you failed in private you can't succeed in public.  
Grow and Strive to become the best version of what the Lord hath called you to be from 
within and eventually it will overflow from withal. 

2 Timothy 1:6 

[6]Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of God, which is in thee by 
the putting on of my hands.
Engage yourself in discovering those inner potentials, work them out until you gain mastery 
over self. Self-identification leads to a selfless way of living and service. 

Jesus washed His disciples’ feet. Who have you helped without expecting any favour or 
cost? We make a life by what we're ready to sacrifice for others and a living from what we 



receive. A call to selflessness, living a life of serving others not always waiting to be served. 
We get inspired by inspiring others. 
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and extending my experiences to those around and the world at large. Still in that journey of self-discovery and alignment to 
exactly what the Lord has created me to be. 

There is no greater joy than leaving this earth knowing for sure you have exhausted all your potentials and abilities and that the 
coming generations have something and somewhere to learn from. 


